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The paper studies the uniaxial compression mechanical properties of pillars under the
deep and high-humidity environment. We make the pillars cored from the −750m mine
room of Wengfu Phosphate Mine into the standard dolomite samples and test with a
humidity control device developed by ourselves. Combining with uniaxial compression
tests and microstructure inspections, we study the mechanical deterioration rule and
damage mechanism of the dry samples and the wet ones that have been placed in a high-
humidity condition (90% RH) for 30, 60 and 90 d, respectively. The results show that: 1)
When the sample is placed in the humidity device, its original layered or sheet crystal
morphology will change into sponge-like or flocculent morphology. As the placement time
increases, the structure of the sample becomes looser and the boundaries between layers
become blurred. The numbers of micro-cracks and micro-pores increase. 2) In the initial
stage of water molecule intrusion (0–30 d), the strength and mass damages of the rock
sample are less, and the damage rate is low. As high-humidity action time increases
(30–90 d), the damage rates of both strength and mass gradually grow. 3) The failure
modes of dolomites include shear failure and tensile/shear mixed failure, which are
controlled by the storage time under high-humidity condition. As time goes by, more
macroscopic cracks appear and the failure mode of the rock changes from shear to tensile.
4) Based on the X-ray diffraction and scanning electron microscopy analysis on mineral
components, together with the principle of chemical kinetics, we discuss the chemical
reaction process between dolomite and gaseous water molecules, and summarize the
chemical damagemechanism of rocks during the water-rock interaction. The research has
a certain guiding significance for the durability and stability prediction of pillars under deep
high-humidity conditions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the exploitation of non-metallic mines (especially some
chemical mines), room and pillar mining is frequently applied
to improve efficiency and save costs (Li et al., 2018; Cao S et al.,
2020; Wang et al., 2020). The remaining pillars contain
hydrophilic minerals (such as quartz, mica, etc.), which are
easy to soften, hydrate, hydrolyze and dissolve in water (Lin
et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020). As the shallow
resources are gradually depleted, the mining industry develops in
a deeper direction. The deeper miningmakes ground temperature
rise and groundwater develop. As a result, the evaporation
increases and the relative humidity of the mine room reaches
over 80% (He, 2014; Cao et al., 2021). Since the pillar in the deep
room is eroded by water molecules for long time, its chemical
dynamic process is closely related to the room stability, as well as
the ground surface settlement (Hao et al., 2015; Chao, 2014).
Besides, after a long-term geological tectonic process, numerous
defects of different scales appear inside the pillars (Feng et al.,
2021; Wang et al., 2019), and make the mechanical properties of
the pillars more vulnerable to the high humidity (Yang and Liu,
2012; Zhou et al., 2019b).

As shown in Figure 1, the fractured pillars of the Baimuquan
PhosphateMine are eroded by gaseous water molecules due to the
hydration under the high-humidity environment (Dunning et al.,
1994; Cao et al., 2020a; Fan et al., 2021b). However, compared
with the gaseous distilled water, the groundwater fluid contains
various chemical components, which can cause not only the
potential corrosion and dissolution of rock mass but also
serious chemical corrosion to its physical structure (Fan et al.,
2021a). The corrosions make the fractured pillars suffer both the
overall deterioration and the microscopic structure destruction.

They accelerate the crack propagation and result in pillar
instability, room damage, and surface settlement (Einstein
et al., 1969; Esterhuizen et al., 2011; Li et al., 2018; Xie, 2019)
(see Figure 1). Therefore, it is urgent to explore the damage
mechanics characteristics of the pillars under the deep and high-
humidity condition.

So far, scholars have carried out various experiments of water-
rock interactions. They studied the chemical corrosion
mechanism and establish related models. For instance, Zhao
et al. (2018) investigated the deformation characteristics of the
reservoir bank slopes under water-rock interaction. They found
that the shear stiffness and strength degradations of joints, which
are resulted from water-rock interaction, play a key role in the
stability of reservoir bank slope. Miao et al. (2016) conducted
uniaxial, triaxial, and Brazilian splitting tests on granite saturated
in chemical solutions with different pH values and velocities.
They compared the strength loss and deformation characteristics
of granite. They also studied the influence of acid chemical
corrosion on the microstructure, defect morphology, and
mineral elements of granite with the scanning electron
microscope and electron energy spectroscopy. Qiao’s research
shows that water has complex physical and chemical effects on
rocks. The hydrophysical effects can lubricate and soften the
interface between mineral particles and cement. They also erode,
disperse, and transport mineral components. The hydrochemical
effects are mainly the chemical reactions between unstable
mineral particles and aqueous solutions (Qiao et al., 2017). Xie
and Wan (2020) studied the acid-treated diorite and found that
the mechanical properties of the acid-treated diorite decreased
severely. Okubo et al. (2010) conducted uniaxial compression
creep tests on tuff and andesite in dry and saturated states. Their
results show that the creep strain of the saturated sample is
greater than that of the dry one, while the creep failure strength of
the saturated sample is less than that of the dry sample.
Brzesowsky et al. (2014) studied how hydrochemistry and
stress coupling can affect the creep of sandstone. Wang et al.
(2019) carried out a triaxial creep test on shales immersed in
solutions with different pH values, and established a creep
constitutive model. They obtained the variation trend of shale
creep parameters with solution acidity. Jiang and Wen (2011)
made a uniaxial compression test on sandstones that have been
eroded by acidic mine drainage (AMD) solution. They also
established a damage constitutive model of sandstone under
AMD erosion which can better reflect the evolution of
sandstone damage. Moreover, Atkinson and Meredith (1981)
and Dunning et al. (1994) found the influence of inorganic
hydrochemical solutions on the fracture mechanical properties
of quartz. Based on Griffith’s strength theory, they made a
theoretical analysis of the hydrochemical action mechanism
on rocks.

According to the existing results on mechanical properties of
water-rock interaction, most researches were carried out with
rocks saturated in relevant solutions. However, the deep mine
room provides high-humidity conditions (Liu et al., 2016; Chen
et al., 2019), whichmeans groundwater will hydrate with pillars in
the form of gas. As for Wengfu Phosphate Mine in Guizhou
Province, according to our hydrogeological investigation, weak

FIGURE 1 | Hydration and erosion of pillars under deep and high-
humidity actions (Dunning et al., 1994): (A) Pillar instability; (B) Mine room
Deformation; (C) Rockfall on the roof; (D) Land subsidence.
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acidic groundwater exists in the −750 m mining section, and the
pillars have been eroded by gaseous water for a long time.
Therefore, in this paper, we prepare standard dolomite
specimens by on-site coring, simulate a deep high-humidity
environment, and do the uniaxial compression test with the
MTS815 test system. Based on the test results, we analyze the
time-dependent influence of the high humidity on the mechanical
properties of specimens. We discuss the chemical reaction of
specimens under the high humidity environment from the
microscopic point of view (the X-ray diffraction and scanning
electron microscopy observation). Finally, we summarise the
mechanical damage mechanism.

2 LABORATORY TESTS

2.1 Realization of High-Humidity Conditions
The mechanical-humidity coupling of the pillar under the deep
and high-humidity environment is the coupling formed under
the condition that the specimen suffers the axis load and the
gaseous groundwater invades into its micropores (Zhao et al.,
2019a; Wu et al., 2020). To simulate the environment, we
construct a device (see Figure 2) according to our patent
“Rock mechanics experiment temperature, humidity and acid
environment control simulation device” (patent no:
ZL201920979019.3) (Chen et al.). The device consists of an
enclosed box (see Figure 2A) and a controller (see
Figure 2B). Figure 2C illustrates how it works. Firstly, the
underground water taken from the site (see Figure 2D) is
vibrated and vaporized by ultrasonic waves. Then it is
transmitted to the box body through the pipeline. The

humidity sensor and control unit in this box are used to keep
the preset humidity.

2.2 Preparation of Rock Specimens
According to the environmental monitoring of line No.3–750 m
middle section of the room-pillar mining area in Wengfu
phosphate mine, the groundwater in this area develops and
the relative humidity of the mine room is about 90% all year
round (Figure 3A–C). As shown in Figure 3D, the mining area
adopts the ordinary room-pillar method. We take part of pillar
cores from the site, prepare them into standard cylindrical
specimens of 50 × 100 mm (Cao et al., 2020b) (see Figure 3E)
and seal them with plastic film to prevent weathering (Wu et al.,
2019b; Zhao et al., 2019b). The saturated water absorption rate of
the specimen is about 3.6% on average, measured with the boiling
method. The average porosity of the specimen is 7.45%, tested
with the AiniMR-60 nuclear magnetic resonance analyzer. Since
the temperature of the mine area ranges from 25–30°C, floating
within a minor scale (see Figure 3A–C), we set the testing
temperature constantly at 25°C. The basic parameters of the
tested dolomite are listed in Table 1.

2.3 Experiment Content and Test Method
The goal of our experiment on pillar specimens is to obtain the
variation law of their mechanical properties and parameters
under a high-humidity environment, as well as their failure
deformation characteristics. Therefore, we carry out a variety
of physical and mechanical tests in Work Safety Key Lab on
Prevention and Control of Gas and Roof Disasters for Southern
Coal Mine, Hunan University of Science and Technology,
including electronic microscope scanning, X-ray diffraction

FIGURE 2 | Realisation of high-humidity environment: temperature and humidity environment control modeling device for rock mechanics experiments: (A)
Environment humidity control box; (B) Environment humidity controller; (C) The diagram illustrating the operation of the device; (D) Groundwater taken on-site. (Chen
et al.).
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and uniaxial compression test, before and after high-humidity
treatment.

2.3.1 SEM Observation
In our SEM observation test, the samples are placed in a high-
humidity environment with 90% RH for 90 days. The
observations are performed every 30 days at 350 times
magnification (see Figure 4).

2.3.2 X-Ray Diffraction Test
The X-ray diffraction (XRD) test is conducted as follows. Firstly,
we grind the dolomite into powders of 10 μm, sprinkle the
powders evenly on the sample holder and compact them with
a glass plate, to make their surface flush with the glass (see
Figure 5B). Then, we place the sample holder in the center of the

goniometer and set the scanning parameters: the range is
50–650 μm, and the speed is 20 min. When the test completes,
the analyzer automatically outputs the X-ray distribution curve,
crystal plane spacing, count points and other data. According to
the results of the XRD analysis (see Figure 5C,D), the main
mineral components of dolomite are quartz, calcite and mica.
Dolomite also contains a small amount of sodium feldspar,
montmorillonite, illite and other minerals. The sample is dark
green with a fine crystalline structure. Besides, it is relatively flat
and presents a dense blocky structure.

2.3.3 Uniaxial Compression Test
The uniaxial compression test is performed with MTS-815 rock
mechanics servo-controlled testing machine. Before the test, we
store the dolomite specimens in the high-humidity environment

FIGURE 3 |On-site environment testing and sample production: (A) −750 m roadway surroundings; (B) −750 m opening bracket of ore pass; (C) −750 mmining
chamber; (D) Taking cores; (E) Dolomite specimens.

TABLE 1 | The basic parameters of the dolomite samples.

Specimen number Controlled humidity
(% RH)

Average height
(mm)

Average diameter
(mm)

Average weight
(g)

Average density
(g/cm3)

Placement time
(d)

UCS-(1–5) 90 99.97 49.96 420.63 2.14 0
UCS-(6–10) 100.04 50.03 417.77 2.12 30
UCS-(11–15)> 99.95 49.93 422.57 2.15 60
UCS-(16–20) 100.03 50.01 418.07 2.13 90
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for 30, 60, and 90 d, respectively. During the test, the axial
pressure is applied to the specimens with a rate of 0.2 kN/s.
The loading rate is set at a relatively low level, to make the whole
process of crack initiation, propagation, penetration and failure of
the specimen be recorded with high-speed camera (Cao et al.,
2019; Liu and Jiang, 2021). Meanwhile, we take the axial and
cyclic displacement sensors to record the displacement of the
specimen.

3 LABORATORY RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

3.1 Mass Damage Analysis
Due to the high-humidity action, the outer surface of dolomite is
denuded and peeled off. The existence of natural fissures further
causes chemical damages to the internal structure. Therefore, it is
necessary to analyze the mass difference before and after the high-
humidity action (Lin et al., 2020). To make accurate

FIGURE 4 | SU3500 scanning electron microscope: (A) Stakeout table; (B) Operating platform.

FIGURE 5 | XRD diffraction of ore pillar sample: (A) D8 advance XRD powder diffractometer; (B) Sample powder placement platform; (C) XRD spectrum of
dolomite; (D) Determination result of mineral percentage content.
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measurements, we wash the soaked specimens with distilled
water, and dry them before weighing their messes with a
precision balance. To quantitatively characterize the mass loss
degree of the dolomite, a mass damage factor D is defined (see
Eq. 1).

D(t) � ΔM(t)
M0

× 100% � M0 −M(t)
M0

× 100% (1)

In Eq. 1, M0 is the initial mass of the specimen, M(t) is its
mass after t days under the high-humidity condition, and
ΔM(t) is the mass difference before and after treatment in
high-humidity environment for t d. We take five specimens as
a group and store them under high-humidity environment for
the same period. Figure 6 shows the mass differences and the
mass damage factors of specimens at different time nodes.

According to Figure 6A, the mass of the rock sample
decreases to a varying degree under the high-humidity
condition, while the decrease rate gradually increases with
the action time. To be specific, the average mass loss of
specimen is 11.20 g after 90 d’s high-humidity action, which
is 1.89 and 6.87 times higher than that after 60 and 30 d,
respectively. Meanwhile, the mass damage factor of specimens

under high-humidity action for 90 d is significantly greater
than those for 60 and 30 d. The mean value is 2.73%, which is
1.94 and 7.18 times higher than that for 60 and 30 d,
respectively (see Figure 6B,C). Besides, as the high-
humidity action time increases, acidic molecules in the air
permeate the sample deeper, and lead to the fracture of
chemical bonds between mineral grains. Besides, the
internal expansion of the sample intensifies the fall of
powders and debris from the surface. It means that the
longer high-humidity action time can result in more serious
physical structure damage (Zhao et al., 2017).

3.2 Deterioration of Dolomite Mechanical
Properties Under High-Humidity Condition
3.2.1 Degradation Law of the Uniaxial Compressive
Strength of Dolomite
According to 20 groups of test results, the basic mechanic
parameters such as peak strength, elastic modulus and
Poisson’s ratio of dolomite under uniaxial compression tests
are obtained at different high-humidity treatment times and
summarized in Table 2.

FIGURE 6 | Comparison of mass damage of dolomite at different time nodes under high-humidity action: (A) Mass damage of each sample; (B) Mass damage
factor of each sample; (C) Mean and error of mass damage factors at each time node.
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For each placement time, the dolomite with the median peak
uniaxial compressive strength is selected as the representative to
draw the stress-strain curve. As shown in Figure 7A, all
specimens under load have experienced four typical stages
until failure: initial crack compaction stage (I), elastic
deformation to micro elastic fracture stable development stage
(II), unsteady fracture development stage (Ⅲ), and post-peak
stage (IV) (Zhao et al., 2017; Wang and Wan, 2019). They have
different characteristics due to different high-humidity action
times. (I) In the initial stage of fracture compaction, the concave
degree on the curve decreases with high-humidity action time. It
indicates that the defects in the dolomite increase due to long-
term hydration, so the number of newly generated micro-cracks
under uniaxial compression decreases (Zhao et al., 2019a; Zhao
et al., 2021b). (II) In the elastic deformation to micro elastic

fracture stable development stage, the slope of the curve gradually
decreases with longer high-humidity action time. It shows that
the elastic modulus also gradually decreases. (Ⅲ) In the unsteady
fracture development stage, stress-strain curves of the samples
after the high-humidity treatment quickly drop after the peak
strength, showing typical brittle failure feature. Meanwhile, the
peak stress of the rock sample decreases significantly from
26.39 MPa (dry) to 19.12 MPa (90 d), which declined by
27.26%. However, the peak strain of the sample increases from
0.65 × 10−2 (dry) to 0.84 × 10−2 (90 d) with longer high-humidity
action time, which increases by 29.21%. A small stress platform
appears nearby the peak value, which is caused by the gradual
deformation and failure around the crack (Liu et al., 2018). (IV)
In the post-peak stage, the dried specimens are low brittle and
high plasticity, which still provides greater deformation,

TABLE 2 | Uniaxial compression mechanic parameters of dolomite at each high-humidity action time node.

Specimen number Controlled humidity
(% RH)

Placement time
(d)

Peak strength
(MPa)

Modulus of
elasticity (GPa)

Poisson’s ratio

UCS-1 90 0 26.39 5.43 0.15332
UCS-2 0 26.45 5.36 0.15541
UCS-3 0 26.67 5.46 0.15326
UCS-4 0 25.95 5.34 0.15763
UCS-5 0 25.70 5.41 0.16348
UCS-6 30 25.25 4.93 0.15642
UCS-7 30 25.38 4.86 0.15952
UCS-8 30 24.94 4.91 0.15945
UCS-9 30 24.79 4.92 0.15983
UCS-10 30 24.60 4.73 0.15883
UCS-11 60 22.14 3.76 0.16168
UCS-12 60 21.99 3.73 0.16498
UCS-13 60 21.96 3.74 0.16126
UCS-14 60 21.68 3.77 0.16265
UCS-15 60 21.58 3.76 0.16108
UCS-16 90 19.21 3.13 0.17446
UCS-17 90 19.27 3.08 0.17387
UCS-18 90 19.12 3.13 0.16954
UCS-19 90 18.87 3.12 0.16576
UCS-20 90 18.93 3.13 0.17442

FIGURE 7 | Uniaxial compression law of dolomite samples under different high-humidity times: (A) Stress-strain curves; (B) Uniaxial compressive strength.
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indicating that the dried specimens are dense (Zhao et al., 2021a).
On the contrary, the internal structure of the samples treated with
high-humidity is loose due to hydration, and the brittleness
increases due to the lack of cement between particles. Finally,
through quantitatively analyzing the degradation law of the
mechanical properties of rock samples under different high-
humidity times, the compressive strength of the rock samples
is calculated and plotted as shown in Figure 7B.

Figure 7B shows that the uniaxial compressive strength of
dolomite decreases gradually with high-humidity action time.
The corresponding curve of compressive strength versus time
gradually moves down, which is consistent with the previous
similar test results (Miao et al., 2016).

To better analyze the impact of different high-humidity action
times on the mechanical properties of rock samples, the degree of
deterioration Q(t) is defined as follows (Deng et al.; Wu et al.,
2019a):

Q(t) � σ0 − σ(t)
σ0

×100% (2)

In Eq. 2, σ(t) represents the uniaxial compressive strength of
the rock sample placed under high-humidity environment for t d.
s0 is the uniaxial compressive strength of the rock sample under
natural dry state condition. The typical stage deterioration of
dolomite is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8A shows that the compressive strength of the rock
sample decreases gradually with high-humidity action time, but
the degradation range is non-uniform. The degree of degradation
caused by high-humidity is small from 0 to 30 d, while it increases
significantly afterward. The distribution curve conforms to the
power function growth, with a high agreement degree (Zhang
et al., 2021). Compared with the dry rock samples, the
degradation degree of the samples after 30, 60, and 90 d’s
high-humidity treatments is 4.71%, 16.62% and 27.26%
respectively. Besides, the deterioration law shows that the
difference of uniaxial compressive strength deterioration of the

specimens decreases gradually with the high-humidity action
time. According to the evaluation method of rock mass
dispersion under different humidity action times (Deng et al.),
we take the ratio of maximum and minimum compressive
strength of rock sample as its dispersion degree, and express
as S. The specific statistical results are shown in Figure 8B. As
high-humidity time increases, the uniaxial compressive strength
dispersion of the dolomite decreases and presents a linear
distribution. The degree of dispersion decreases from 1.04
(dry) to 1.02 (90 d), indicating that high-humidity action time
has a certain inhibitory effect on the dispersion.

3.2.2 Mechanical Parameter Degradation Law of
Dolomite
The elastic modulus E and Poisson’s ratio μ are two important
parameters that express the mechanical deformation
characteristics, which are generally calculated with the average
modulus of elasticity (Eq. 3) and Poisson’s ratio (Eq. 4). The
result is shown in Figure 9.

E � (σB − σA)
(εhB − εhA) (3)

μ � (εdB − εdA)
(εhB − εhA) (4)

In Eq. 3 and Eq. 4, σA and σB are the stress of the start point A
and the end point B of the approximate linear part of the stress-
strain curve. εhA, εdA, εhB and εdB are the axial and radial strains
corresponding to points A and B (see Figure 7A).

The modulus of elasticity is less affected by the test conditions
(its main influence factor is the loading method), so it can
accurately reflect the effect of high-humidity on the axial
deformation characteristics. The Poisson’s ratio is greatly
affected by the test conditions, including the testing machine,
the deformation measurement method, the loading control
method, and the loading rate (Gercek, 2007). Therefore, to

FIGURE 8 | Uniaxial compressive strength law: (A) the degradation of dolomite uniaxial compressive strength under different high-humidity action times; (B) trends
in uniaxial compressive strength dispersion of dolomite under different high-humidity action times.
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accurately reflect the damage of high-humidity on dolomite, the
consistency of test conditions should be ensured.

Figure 7A and Figure 9 show that the deformation of the
dolomite specimen in the approximate straight section generally
decreases after the high-humidity treatment, which means the
elastic modulus reduces. The elastic modulus is linearly related to
high-humidity action time, the R2 value is close to 1, indicating
positive fitting (Zhang J.-Z et al., 2019). After 90 days under high-
humidity (90% RH), the elastic modulus of dolomite decreased by
42.26% compared with the dry state. Although the heterogeneity
of the rock and the difference of chemical corrosion lead to the
discreteness of the strength and deformation, it is still obvious
that the elastic modulus of dolomite is very sensitive to
environmental humidity.

As shown in Figure 9, Poisson’s ratio of dolomite is also
sensitive to the high-humidity environment. After high-humidity
treatment, the Poisson’s ratio of the specimen grows linearly to
varying degrees. For instance, after being placed in the high-
humidity environment for 90 d, the Poisson’s ratio of the
dolomite increases by 14.99% compared to the dry state.

3.3 Analysis of Dolomite Failure Modes
Under High-Humidity Condition
The ultimate failure mode is one of the most popular topics in
rockmechanics research (Zhao et al., 2016; Zhang J.-Z. etal., 2019;
Zhang and Zhou, 2020a). When the rock specimen is damaged
under uniaxial compression, it is only subjected to axial stress,
with no lateral pressure (Zhou et al., 2019a). Therefore, the failure
and deformation of the specimen are generally not limited (Zhou
et al., 2018). The specific failure modes of the rock specimen
under uniaxial compression are shown in Figure 10. Rock under
uniaxial compression can usually produce three types of failure
modes, including X-shaped conjugate inclined plane shear failure
(see Figure 10A), single inclined plane shear failure (see
Figure 10B), and tensile failure (see Figure 10C). Among

them, X-shaped conjugate inclined plane shear failure is the
most common one, as well as single inclined plane shear
failure, are caused by the shear stress on the failure surface
exceeding the strength limit of the rock sample, so they both
belong to shear failure (Zhou and Zhang, 2021). Since the shear
stress that the failure surface needs to withstand before failure is
related to the normal stress, this type of failure is also called
compression-shear failure (Zhang J.-Z. et al., 2019). Moreover,
the tensile failure is caused by the Poisson effect. Under the action
of axial stress, the transverse tensile stress generates. When the
transverse tensile stress exceeds the tensile limit of the rock,
tensile failure occurs (Wang et al., 2021).

According to the test results, the ultimate failure modes of rock
samples under different high-humidity time nodes mainly
include shear failure and shear/tension mixed failure. As
shown in Figure 11, the rock sample in the dry state mainly
exhibits shear failure, and the failure mode changes to tensile
failure as high-humidity action time increases. For example, on
day 60 and day 90, the mixed shear/tensile failure mode becomes
the main choice of rock samples. Before being loaded, the internal
defects of the dried sample have formed a stable mechanical state
under the long-term ground stress. So there are fewer cracks on
the sample surface when it is loaded. However, the internal
structure of the sample has changed after the high-humidity
treatment. Therefore, under the same loading rate, the
development of cracks and particles is rearranged. The
internal defects and surface cracks of the sample are fully
developed again, which manifest as the newly generated
macrocracks.

FIGURE 9 | Effect of high-humidity action time on the modulus of
elasticity and Poisson’s ratio of dolomite.

FIGURE 10 | Uniaxial compression test force and failure modes of
specimens: (A) X-shaped conjugate inclined plane shear failure mode; (B)
Single inclined plane shear failure mode; (C) Tensile failure mode (Zhang and
Zhou., 2020b; Zhao et al., 2021b).
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4 DISCUSSION ON DAMAGE MECHANISM
OF HIGH-HUMIDITY
4.1 Microscopic Damage of Dolomite Under
High-Humidity Condition
Figure 12A shows that the surface of the dried specimen presents a
clear lamellar structure or lamellar crystalline morphology, which
has good homogeneity and a relatively tight internal structure with
small interlayer distances. Themicrocracks andmicropores are small
in size and dispersed, while few large-sized pores exist. The particles
in this microstructure are homogeneous and compact, with fine and
sparse pores. They reflect good macro-mechanical properties of
dolomite before high-humidity action.

After 30 days of high-humidity action, the original layered
structure or flaky crystal form of rock shows a sponge-like or
flocculent morphology. Moreover, the degree of structural
looseness increases, the boundary between the layers becomes
blurred, and the cement between the grains disappears with
hydration. Thus, the “gullies” of varying sizes are formed (see
Figure 12B). When high-humidity action time reached 60 d, the
particles on the outer surface loosen and fall with hydration. The
internal “gully” gradually develops into micro-cracks. The surface

structure becomes loose, accompanied by the development of
secondary pores. The dissolution effect is obvious (see
Figure 12C). On the 90th day, many small pores appear on the
crystal surface of the sample. These small pores are in honeycomb
structures. And there is no cementation between the minerals. The
large crystal particles transform into lots of small clastic particles.
The regular-shaped crystal particles no longer exist, and the micro-
structure damage of the rock sample becomes more and more
serious (see Figure 12D). It macroscopically presents as the
deterioration of the sample mass, which also shows the
microscopic mechanism of the high-humidity environment
damages on the physical and mechanical parameters of the pillar.

4.2 Changes in Mineral Composition of
Dolomite Under High-Humidity Action
Through the X-ray diffraction analysis on the sample powders at
various time nodes under high-humidity action (see
Figure 13A–D), we get the mineral composition comparison
in Figure 13E by JADE software. It shows that the contents of
quartz (SiO2), calcite (CaCO3), albite (NaAlSi3O8) and mica
[KAl3Si3O10(OH)2] decrease to varying degrees with high-

FIGURE 11 | Failure modes of rock samples under different high-humidity action time: (A) 0 d; (B) 30 d; (C) 60 d; (D) 90 d.
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humidity action time, while the content of kaolinite
[Al2Si2O5(OH)4] has a certain increase. Based on the chemical
dynamic reaction process (Zhao et al., 2017) and the analysis of
scanning electron microscope images, the reaction between
dolomite and acid gaseous water is summarized as follows:

4.2.1 Corrosion
At the microscopic contact interface between the acid gaseous
water molecules and the sample, the soluble minerals encounter
H+ and quickly dissolve to release Ca+, Mg2+, and Na+ (Miao
et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2019). These active cations dissolve the
main minerals of the rock mass continuously, which loosen the
structure between the rock particles. They also accelerate the
entry of water molecules into the open pores or dissolution pores
between the rock particles.

CaCO3(s)+2H+(aq) → Ca2+(aq)+CO2(aq) +H2O(l) (5)

(Dissolution of calcite, release of Ca2+).
Besides, detrital minerals transform into clay minerals due to

the acid gaseous water dissolution. Through the X-ray diffraction
analysis, it can be seen that the main detrital minerals in the
dolomite pillars are albite andmica. The edges of detrital minerals
eroded by acidic water molecules are blurred. Dissolution holes
appear. And the detrital minerals are eroded into kaolinite. The
chemical reaction that occurred is:

2NaAlSi3O8(s)+2H+(aq)+9H2O(g) → Al2Si2O5(OH)4(s)

+2Na+(aq)+4H4SiO4(l) (6)

(Dissolution of albite, release of Na+ and formation of
kaolinite)

KAl3Si3O10(OH)2(s) +H+(aq)+1.5H2O(g) →
1.5Al2Si2O5(OH)4(s) + K+(aq) (7)

(Dissolution of mica, release of K+ and formation of kaolinite).

4.2.2 Hydration
After contacting with the gaseous hydrochloric acid solution, K+,
Na+, Mg2+ and other cations in dolomite mineral components
exchange with hydroxyl ions. It leads to mineral hydration, which
further forms relatively stable mineral compositions. However,
due to the effect of ion exchange, the volume of the newly formed
mineral reduces. It also forces the porosity of the surface layer of
the pillar to decrease and the cementation between grains to
weaken. Taking quartz and albite as an example, their hydration
happens as follows:

SiO2(s)+2H2O(g) → H4SiO4(l) (8)

(Quartz hydration produces protosilicate).
The dissolution degree of calcite, dolomite and other

carbonate minerals increase significantly at 25°C, atmospheric
pressure and acid solution. The dissolution reaction equation is:

4NaAlSi3O8(s)+6H2O(g) → Al4Si4O10(OH)8(s)+8SiO2(s)

+4NaOH(l) (9)

(Albite hydration produces kaolinite and silica colloid).

FIGURE 12 | Scanning electron microscope images of dolomite under different high-humidity action times: (A) 0 d; (B) 30 d; (C) 60 d; (D) 90 d.
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4.2.3 Water Swelling and Disintegration of Clay
Minerals
Both mechanisms 1) and 2) make the dolomite generate lots of
kaolinite (Figure 13), which is mainly composed of

Al2Si2O5(OH)4. Together with the montmorillonite contained
in the dolomite itself, there exist two typical clay minerals. When
clay mineral undergoes a high-humidity process, it has high
hydrophilicity and obvious hydration expansion characteristics.
These characteristics can result in cementation decrement
between mineral particles and rapid volume increment of clay
minerals, which eventually cause damage inside the rock.
Moreover, the clay mineral particles are very small (≤2 μm)
and have larger surface energy. Their interlayers can be easily
occupied by water molecules and form layers of polarized water
molecules. The polarized water molecular layer continuously
absorbs water and expands the interlayer expansion, which
makes the water molecules enter into the middle layer of
mineral crystal cells and form a water layer interlayer inside
the minerals. It results in the expansion of clay minerals and
increases the volume of rock mineral crystals. Since the swelling
force generated by the water absorption of clay minerals is not
uniform, the cell spacing will increase and the cement connecting
between mineral particles will be damaged. As time goes by, the
mineral structure of the pillar eventually decomposes under the
high-humidity condition. The components lose contact, and the
interior gradually disintegrates. The chemical formulas of water
swelling of clay minerals (kaolinite, montmorillonite) are as
follows:

Al4Si4O10(OH)8(s)+nH2O(g) → Al4Si4O10(OH)8(s)•nH2O(s)

(10)

(Water swelling of kaolinite)

Si6A4MgFe3Na4O20(OH)4(s)+nH2O(g) → Si6A4MgFe3Na4O20

(OH)4•nH2O(s) (11)

(Water swelling of montmorillonite).

4.3 Mechanical Damage Mechanism of
Dolomite Under High-Humidity Condition
High-humidity has a significant effect on the mechanical
parameters’ deterioration of dolomite. Compared with the dry
state, the peak strength and elastic modulus of the samples after
90 days of high-humidity treatment decreased by 27.26 and
42.26%, respectively. But the peak strain and Poisson’s ratio
rise by 29.21 and 14.99%. The influence mechanism of high-
humidity on the mechanical parameters of dolomite is described
as follows.

As a typical sedimentary rock, dolomite has initial defects that
make it easy to be permeated by gaseous water molecules. Under a
high-humidity environment, the surface and primary
microcracks of the specimen can contact more water
molecules. Some minerals in the specimen suffer ion exchange
and hydrolysis and form secondary minerals kaolinite and silica.
Kaolinite, silica and some original component of rock, such as
illite and montmorillonite are all hydrophilic minerals. They have
strong water absorption and expansion characteristics, which can
result in differences between the internal and external stress and
leads to the falling of mineral particles from the outer layer of the

FIGURE 13 | X-diffraction patterns of sandstone specimens at various
time nodes under high-humidity action: (A) 0 d; (B) 30 d; (C) 60 d; (D) 90 d;
(E) the percentage of the main mineral content of the specimen at different
time nodes of high-humidity.
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rock. As a result, the micropores and fissures gradually develop.
During the water-absorbing process, the infiltration of water
molecules makes the framework of mineral particles lubricated
and softened, thus promoting the water-rock interaction in
calcareous cement and feldspar minerals. The stress
concentration at the pore and crack tip of the rock further
promotes the propagation of microcracks. During the drying
process, water molecules evaporate. Some water-soluble minerals
generated by water-rock interaction migrate outward with water
molecules, which promotes the formation of micropores and
permeability channels. Moreover, some secondary minerals
crystallize and expand, leading to the development of pores
and fissures among mineral particles. New water-rock
interaction reaction surfaces are formed.

Based on the above changes, the mineral grain framework of
dolomite becomes soft. The internal microscopic pores and
cracks develop. Furthermore, the overall structure of the rock
sample tends to loosen and soften. These changes eventually lead
to the evolution of the microscopic structure. Meanwhile, the
change of microstructure of rock reduces the compactness of the
sample, which leads to the deterioration under high-humidity.
The deterioration of the dolomite specimen gets more severe with
longer high humidity action, which presents as the decrement of
peak strength and elastic modulus, as well as the increment of the
peak strain and Poisson’s ratio. It is also the fundamental reason
for the deterioration of mechanical properties and the change of
failure mode. As the research object of this paper refers dolomite
pillar, the effect of the confining pressure was not considered in
the mechanical tests. Therefore, regarding the roadway
surrounding rock under three-way stress, we will proceed with
further analysis of high-humidity impacts on the triaxial
compression mechanical parameters of the surrounding rock
specimens.

5 CONCLUSION

In light of the above work, the main conclusions of this paper are
as follows:

1) As the high-humidity action time increases, the original dense
flake crystal morphology of dolomite presents a flocculent
morphology. Its structure becomes more looseness.
Meanwhile, the boundary between layers becomes blurred,
the number of micro-cracks and micro-pores increases.
Furthermore, the mineral particles soften and decompose,
which makes the microstructure of dolomite develop from a
relatively dense state to porous. The overall structure of
dolomite tends to loosen and the mass decreases.

2) The high-humidity action deteriorates the mechanical
parameters of the specimen. As the action time increases,
the elastic modulus and peak strength of the specimen
decrease, while the Poisson’s ratio and peak strain increase.
With a longer high-humidity action time, the anisotropy of
the dolomite will be restrained. The specimen absorbs water
molecules from the air and generates water pressure. The

pressure splits the original cracks in the specimen and
weakens the friction between the crack surface and
particles. As a result, the crack propagation and the
dolomite failure are accelerated. The failure mode changes
from shear to shear/tension mixed failure.

3) The key factor for room and pillar mining is the mechanical
stability of the pillar. As the object of this research are pillars,
they are generally under compression at the top and bottom
ends. Therefore, we only consider the uniaxial compression
mechanical properties of the specimens and have not regarded
the effect of the confining pressure in this experiment.
Through our research, three chemical damages have been
found on the water-rock contact interfaces of the dolomite
pillars under the high-humidity condition (90% RH), due to
the existence of hydrophilic minerals. As the excavation of the
-750 m level mine rooms is completed, the Wengfu
Phosphorus mineshaft project will be developed further
downwards. The humidity condition will be more severe.
Moreover, due to the long-term deep high ground stress,
the acquired fissures in pillars will be more complicated in
shape, amount and size. If such pillars continue to be used,
their mechanical properties must be weaker than those under
the humidity condition of 90% RH. Meanwhile, regarding
chemical mines in other regions operating at depth, it is
necessary to make proper underground ventilation and de-
humidification of the mine room to reduce the later workloads
and the duration of the rehabilitation work. It can significantly
save pillar protection costs and improve mining efficiency.
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